Home Link Assignment # 4 - RULES

1
When driving in heavy fog, you
should use
A. Low beam headlights
B. Parking lights
C. Parking lights and high beam
headlights
D. High beam headlights

2
What must a driver do before
entering a highway from a
private road or driveway?
A. Give hand signal then take
right-of -way
B. Yield right-of-way to all
vehicles approaching on the
highway
C. Enter or cross the highway
as quickly as possible
D. Sound horn and proceed
with caution

3
Parking lights are used
A. When driving in well lighted
street
B. For parking only
C. When driving in heavy fog
D. At any time
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4
When the driver of another
vehicle is about to overtake
and pass your vehicle you
must
A. Speed up so that passing is
not necessary
B. Move to the left to prevent
passing
C. Move to the right and allow
such vehicle to pass
D. Signal the other drive not to
pass

5
At 15 demerit points, your
license is suspended, after 30
days, the number of points on
the driver's record is
A.
B.
C.
D.

No reduction
Reduced to 5 points
Reduced to 7 points
Reduced to 0 point
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6
In good weather condition you
are required to keep a safe
distance behind the vehicle in
front of you, you should keep
at least
A. Seven cars length behind
the other vehicle
B. Two seconds distance
behind the other vehicle
C. Five cars length behind the
other vehicle
D. One second distance behind
the other vehicle

7
It is more dangerous to drive at
the maximum speed limit at
night than during day time
because
A. You can not see as far
ahead at night
B. Some drivers unlawfully
drive with parking lights only
C. The roadways are more apt
to be slippery at night
D. Your reaction time is slower
at night
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8
When you are deciding to make
a U turn, your first
consideration should be to
check
A. Height of the curb
B. Turning radius of your curb
C. Presence of trees, fire
hydrants or poles near the
curb
D. Traffic regulation

9
How close the fire hydrant may
you legally park?
A.
B.
C.
D.

4.5 m
3m
6m
1.5 m
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10
You should under all
conditions drive at a speed
which will allow you to
A.
B.
C.
D.

Stop within 90 m
Stop within a safe distance
Stop within 150 m
Stop within 60 m

11
Except when you intend to
overtake and pass another
vehicle or when you intend to
make a left turn, you should
A. Always keep well to the right
B. Drive in the centre of the
roadway
C. Always keep well to the left
D. Drive on the shoulder of the
highway
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12
When your wheels go off the
pavement, you should do
which of the following?
A. Take foot off the gas pedal
to slow down
B. All of the possible answers
mentioned
C. Grip the wheel firmly and
avoid heavy braking
D. When under control steer
fully back on the pavement

13
When descending a steep hill
a good safe driving practice
is to
A. Gear down and use motor
to assist in braking
B. Turn off the ignition
C. Disengage the clutch and
coast
D. Place the gear shift in
neutral
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14
Most automobile skids are
result of
A.
B.
C.
D.

Over-inflated tire
Driving too fast
Under-inflated tire
Snow or ice on the road

15
If your vehicle becomes
disabled on a 400-series
freeway, you should
A. Pull over, enable your
emergency flashers and
wait for help
B. Get out and walk to get
help
C. Get out and try to wave
highway traffic around
your vehicle
D. Blowing your horn and
ask for help
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16
When driving a motor vehicle
on the highway at night, you
should use low beam
headlights when
A. Another driver dims his
lights
B. Meeting or following another
vehicles
C. Blinded by the headlights of
an approaching vehicle
D. Approaching an intersection

17
When a tire blow-out occurs,
you should
A. Apply heavy braking
B. Keep foot on brake and
steer to left
C. Keep foot on brake and
steer to right
D. Take your foot off the gas
pedal to slow down and
concentrate on steering
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18
Before moving your car from a
parked position, you should
A. Check other traffic, signal
and pull from curb quickly
B. Sound you horn and pull
from the curb slowly
C. Signal and pull from the curb
D. Check other traffic, signal
and pull from the curb when
it is safe to do so

19
Before leaving your car parked
on a downgrade, you should
A. Turn you front wheels to the
right and set your parking
brake
B. Set your parking brake only
C. Turn you front wheels to the
left and set your parking brake
D. Leave you front wheels
parallel to the curb
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20
The broken centre lane on a
roadway means you may
A. Pass only during day light
hours
B. Pass if the way is clear
C. Never pass
D. Pass at any time

21
At night when you meet
another vehicle with blinding
bright light, the safest thing to
do is
A. Turn you lights on high beam
B. Look at the headlights of the
approaching vehicle
C. Open and shut your eyes
rapidly
D. Look slightly to the right hand
side
22
Unless otherwise posted, the
maximum speed limit on the
highway outside of a city,
town, village or built-up area is
A.
B.
C.
D.

100 km/h
50 km/h
60 km/h
80 km/h
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23
When a car is stopped to allow
a pedestrian to cross the street
at a marked crosswalk, you
should
A. Sound horn for the driver of
the stopped car to drive on
B. Pass the stopped car to the
right
C. Pass the stopped car on the
left
D. Not pass any stopped car to
allow a pedestrian to cross
24
Rules for both the G1 & G2
license holders include
A. Ensure the number of
passengers in the vehicle is
limited to the number of
working seat belts
B. Your blood alcohol must be
zero
C. You can not drive if you have
been drinking alcohol
D. All of the answers mentioned
here

25
Which of the following handand-arm signal is correct for
slowing or stopping?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Arm out and up
Arm out and down
Circle motion
Arm straight out the window
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